Postpartum Metabolism: How Does It Change from Pregnancy and What are the Potential Implications?
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Background: Metabolic dysfunction after pregnancy may have serious consequences for a new mother. The purpose of the study was to characterize basic changes that occur in metabolic profiles from late pregnancy through 4–6 months postpartum. A secondary purpose was to determine metabolic factors that may be contributing to postpartum weight retention.

Methods: Participants (n=25) came in for 2 visits: late pregnancy (~34 weeks gestation) and postpartum (4–6 months). Resting metabolic rate (RMR), respiratory quotient (RQ), and substrate oxidation values were assessed for 15 minutes during fasted conditions. Blood was drawn and skinfold anthropometry was performed to assess additional outcomes (inflammation, insulin resistance, lipid profiles, body composition). The participants completed a number of surveys that examined other lifestyle and demographic data of interest. At the postpartum visit, additional assessments regarding sleep and breastfeeding habits were administered.

Results: RMR was lower during postpartum (1517.2±225.1 kcal/day) compared to pregnancy (1867.9±302.6 kcal/day) (p<0.001), and remained lower when expressing RMR per kg body weight (postpartum: 22.3±2.7 vs pregnant: 23.7±3.4 kcal/kg, p=0.034). Relative RMR (RMR per kg body weight) was negatively correlated to insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) during postpartum (r=−.463, p=0.034). Maternal HOMA-IR, inflammation (CRP), triglycerides (TAG), and carbohydrate oxidation were all positively correlated to postpartum weight retention (HOMA-IR: r=0.617, p=0.004; CRP: r=0.477, p=0.039, TAG: r=0.463, p=0.040; Carbohydrate Oxidation: r=0.469, p=0.018).

Conclusion: Metabolic rate is lower during postpartum compared to pregnancy, and may be connected to insulin resistance. Maternal insulin resistance, inflammation, blood lipids, and substrate metabolism are all related to postpartum weight retention.
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Introduction

Pregnancy and postpartum are two critical time periods in a woman’s life. Metabolic dysfunction during and after pregnancy may have serious consequences for a mother and her baby. There is growing concern for maintenance of healthy metabolic profiles during pregnancy and postpartum as recent data suggests the development of obesity and/or diabetes during reproductive years (ie pregnancy and postpartum) is at an all-time high.1–4 The seriousness of the issue is elucidated by current data that suggests at six months postpartum approximately 50% of women retain ≥10 pounds, approximately 25% retain ≥20 pounds, and many of these women gain additional weight.
during the first postpartum year.\(^5\)\(^6\) Postpartum weight retention is an independent risk factor for long-term maternal health consequences, including obesity, type II diabetes, and cardiovascular disease.\(^7\) Therefore, there is an urgent need to understand the mechanisms contributing to weight retention and unfavorable metabolic health during the postpartum period.

Metabolic health during pregnancy has been extensively studied.\(^8\) However, research on metabolic changes that occur during the postpartum period is limited. The research is similar to clinical care where following parturition, the focus of medical attention shifts to the health of the infant, while maternal metabolic health status is often disregarded.\(^9\) Poorer metabolic function during this time period may serve as clues to future health and chronic disease risk.\(^11\)\(^12\)

Therefore, the purpose of the study was to characterize basic changes that occur in metabolic profiles from late pregnancy through 4–6 months postpartum. A secondary purpose was to examine metabolic factors that may be contributing to weight retention.

**Materials and Methods**

**Participants**

Healthy pregnant women were recruited between 32 and 34 weeks of gestation as part of a previously published pregnancy study.\(^13\) After completing the pregnancy visit between 32 and 38 weeks gestation, all women were re-contacted to participate in the postpartum follow-up study between 4 and 6 months. All participants were considered eligible unless they had developed any new medical conditions that could impact metabolic health. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of Western Kentucky University (IRB #16-229 (pregnancy visit) and IRB #17-412 (postpartum visit)). The participants provided written informed consent prior to each visit and received compensation after completing each visit.

**Procedures**

Participants came in for two visits - one during late pregnancy (~34 weeks gestation) and the other between 4 and 6 months postpartum. The study visit procedures were exactly the same for each timepoint. Each participant was given written instructions consuming a standardized diet the night before the visit; these varied for each woman depending on her pre-pregnancy weight status (ie lean, overweight, or obese). The instructions included a detailed “menu” from which participants could select the food items they preferred but in a specific portion size. These instructions included a dinner that was to be eaten around 6:00 PM and a snack that was to be eaten around 9:00 PM the night before the visit. The standardized meal consisted of approximately 50% carbohydrates, 30% fats, and 20% protein. The participants were expected to eat no later than 10:00 PM the night before and come to the study visit completely fasted.

At the start of each visit, baseline vitals were taken. After vitals were collected, a nurse practitioner inserted an IV catheter into the antecubital space. Approximately 8 mL of blood was drawn and divided equally between a purple-top EDTA Vacutainer tube and a green-top lithium heparin tube. The blood was then centrifuged, separated into its plasma and red blood cell components and aliquoted into microcentrifuge tubes. The tubes were kept frozen at −80 °C for subsequent analyses.

After the blood draw, the ParvoMedics TrueOne 2400 metabolic cart was used to measure resting metabolic rate. The participants were instructed to lay still and quiet while propped up on a plinth and the hood/canopy was placed over their head and sealed. Metabolic rate was recorded for 15 minutes. The data collected by the metabolic cart included resting metabolic rate (RMR), respiratory quotient (RQ), volume of oxygen consumed (VO\(_2\)), and volume of carbon dioxide produced (VCO\(_2\)). These values were compiled throughout the 15-minute duration and were averaged to determine resting metabolic values for each participant. VO\(_2\) and VCO\(_2\) were used to determine lipid and carbohydrate oxidation values using standardized equations.\(^14\)

Skinfold anthropometry was then performed to determine body fat percentage of the participants. Folds of the skin at seven predetermined sites were pressed with a caliper (Harpenden Skinfolds Caliper, Baty International, United Kingdom) and the thickness of each fold was recorded. However, only three sites (triceps, subscapular, and suprailiac) were used for analyses based on an equation from Hutson et al.\(^15\) This equation was chosen as typical skinfold measurements significantly change shortly after pregnancy despite minimal or no actual changes in fat mass, which suggests an adjustment
in the distribution of body fat rather than an actual change in body composition.\textsuperscript{15,16,17} The sites chosen as part of this equation\textsuperscript{15} are less impacted by the redistribution of fat that many women experience during and shortly after pregnancy (eg abdominal skinfold). Postpartum weight retention (PPWR) was determined by subtracting pre-pregnancy weight from weight at the postpartum study visit.

Each participant was also given the \textsuperscript{NIH Dietary History Questionnaire} II to complete in order to account for diet. Participants wore an Actigraph GTX9 Link accelerometer (Actigraph LLC, Pensacola, FL) on the non-dominant wrist for seven consecutive days in order to account for physical activity levels. Additional questionnaires were given to the participant at the postpartum visit in order to account for other salient factors (ie sleep, breastfeeding status, and mental health) that could impact metabolism during the postpartum period. These included the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index,\textsuperscript{18} the Center for Disease Control’s breastfeeding and infant feeding practices survey (5-month),\textsuperscript{19} and the Edinburgh Postpartum Depression Survey.\textsuperscript{20}

**Statistical Analyses**

Normality of the distribution for each variable was tested using Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests. Data that were not normally distributed were log-transformed. Paired \( t \)-tests were used to compare outcomes between timepoints (pregnant and postpartum). Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients for normally distributed variables or Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient for non-normally distributed variables were used to assess the degree of the relationships between variables. All data analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics, Version 27 (Armonk, New York). Sample size was not calculated as it was dictated by the number of women in the pregnancy study able to come back for the postpartum visit.

**Results**

Descriptive statistics and metabolic variables can be found in Table 1. Pregnant women had higher body weight than postpartum women (as to be expected during late pregnancy). Insulin, C-reactive protein (CRP), and triglycerides (TAG) values were higher, and glucose values were lower among pregnant women compared to postpartum women. Lipid oxidation rate and resting metabolic rate were higher during pregnancy compared to postpartum. Resting metabolic rate remained significantly higher during pregnancy even when controlling for body weight, while lipid oxidation rate did not (\( p=0.436 \)). The majority of postpartum women were lactating at the time of data collection (72\%) (Table 1).

Because of the well-established changes in metabolism due to lactation,\textsuperscript{21} data among lactating and non-lactating women were also compared. RMR relative to body weight was significantly higher among lactating women compared to non-lactating women (lactating: 22.8±2.6 kcal vs non-lactating: 20.4±2.3, \( p=0.046 \)). Similarly, lipid oxidation rate was lower among women who are lactating vs non-lactating women (lactating: 0.0564±0.15 vs non-lactating: 0.0845±0.0189, \( p=0.001 \)); however, this was no longer significant when controlling for body weight as non-lactating women were, on average, nearly 15kg heavier than non-lactating women.

Metabolic characteristics at 4–6 months postpartum were linked to PPWR. RMR was positively correlated to postpartum weight retention (\( r=0.606, p=0.001 \)); however, when expressed per unit body weight this association disappeared (\( r=-0.088, p=0.675 \)). Relative RMR (RMR per kg body weight) was negatively correlated to HOMA-IR (\( r=-0.463, p=0.034 \)) (Figure 1). Several other metabolic outcomes were positively correlated to PPWR. Absolute carbohydrate oxidation, maternal insulin resistance (ie HOMA-IR), inflammation (CRP), and triglycerides (TAG) were positively correlated to PPWR (Carbohydrate Oxidation: \( r=0.469, p=0.018 \); HOMA-IR: \( r=0.617, p=0.004 \); CRP: \( r=0.477, p=0.039 \); TAG: \( r=0.463, p=0.040 \)) (Figure 2). When controlling for pre-pregnancy BMI, PPWR remained positively correlated with carbohydrate oxidation and HOMA-IR (carbohydrate oxidation: \( r=0.538, p=0.021 \); HOMA-IR: \( r=0.601, p=0.008 \)); however, the relationships between PPWR and CRP and TAG were no longer significant (CRP: \( r=0.425, p=0.078 \); TAG: \( r=0.392, p=0.197 \)).

**Discussion**

The main findings of the study were that resting metabolic rate (RMR) (expressed in both absolute and relative (to body weight) terms) was higher during pregnancy when compared to 4–6 months postpartum and that lower relative resting metabolic rate during postpartum may be connected to insulin resistance. In addition, maternal carbohydrate oxidation, insulin resistance, inflammation, and triglycerides were all found to be positively correlated to postpartum weight retention.

During late pregnancy, RMR values were higher than those measured at the postpartum visits. While body
weight is a factor known to impact RMR directly, these changes persisted even when expressing RMR per kilogram of body weight. RMR per kilogram body weight was significantly higher during late pregnancy than in the 4–6 month postpartum period. The findings of this study are consistent with previous work that

| Table 1 Descriptive Statistics and Metabolic Factors During Late Pregnancy and 4–6 Months Postpartum |
|-----------------------------------------------|-------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                              | Pregnancy (n=25) | Postpartum (n=25) | p-value |
| BMI (kg/m\(^2\))                             | 24.5±3.7 (pre-pregnancy BMI) | 25.5 ± 4.4 |     |
| BMI Classification (based on pre-pregnancy BMI) | Lean | 16 (64%) |             |
|                                               | Overweight | 7 (28%) |             |
|                                               | Obese | 2 (8%) |             |
| Age (y)                                       | 31.4±4.2 |             |     |
| Gestation age at visit (weeks)                | 33.9±1.6 |             |     |
| Parity                                        | 16 (64%) |             |     |
|                                               | Multiparous | 9 (36%) |             |
| Lactation Status                              | 18 (72%) |             |     |
|                                               | Not-Lactating | 7 (28%) |             |
| Weight (kg)*                                  | 80.2±11.4 | 69.6±13.1 | <0.001 |
| Body fat percentage\(^{15}\) (%)              | 26.8±7.5 | 26.2±10.2 | 0.632 |
| Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)                | 122.1±15.2 | 122.9±14.4 | 0.801 |
| Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)               | 74.9±11.9 | 78.2±9.0 | 0.145 |
| Resting heart rate (bpm)                      | 84.0±10.9 | 74.4±12.9 | <0.001 |
| Physical activity levels                      | 56.4±9.4 | 55.6±9.8 | 0.692 |
|                                               | 12.0±4.1 | 12.8±4.2 | 0.338 |
| Dietary intake                                | 1972.7±818.0 | 1844.0±973.5 | 0.382 |
|                                               | 85.3±45.2 | 78.4±44.8 | 0.301 |
|                                               | 230.6±89.4 | 213.3±112.7 | 0.354 |
|                                               | 81.2±40.3 | 77.9±46.6 | 0.652 |
| CRP (mg/L)*                                   | 4.2±2.6 | 1.8±2.0 | 0.001 |
| Insulin(uU/mL)*                               | 8.0±3.6 | 5.8±3.1 | 0.046 |
| Glucose (mg/dL)*                              | 80.2±8.1 | 96.6±11.2 | 0.089 |
| HOMA-IR                                       | 1.59±0.79 | 1.27±0.74 | 0.185 |
| Free fatty acids (meq/L)                      | 0.43±0.15 | 0.41±0.17 | 0.803 |
| Triglycerides (mg/dL)*                        | 207.5±73 | 64.5±35.7 | <0.001 |
| Resting metabolic rate (kcal)*                | 1867.9±302.6 | 1517.2±225.1 | <0.001 |
| RMR per kg body weight (kcal/kg)*             | 23.7±3.4 | 22.3±2.7 | 0.034 |
| Respiratory quotient                          | 0.816±0.0594 | 0.8291±0.04498 | 0.418 |
| Lipid oxidation rate (g/min)*                 | 0.0793±0.0337 | 0.0626±0.01932 | 0.049 |
| Lipid oxidation per kg body weight (g/kg/min) | 0.010±0.0004 | 0.009±0.0003 | 0.436 |
| Carbohydrate oxidation (g/min)                | 0.1426±0.0556 | 0.1276±0.05339 | 0.340 |
| Carbohydrate oxidation per kg body weight (g/kg/min) | 0.0018±0.0008 | 0.0019±0.0008 | 0.761 |

Note: \( p<0.05. \)
suggests that RMR will increase throughout pregnancy and then decrease into the postpartum period in response to changes in body weight status;\textsuperscript{22,23} however, the extent of these changes is poorly understood. The fact that RMR relative to body weight was still different between timepoints is in agreement with Butte et al, who demonstrated a significantly higher RMR for the pregnant women, even when accounting for changes in body weight between the time points.\textsuperscript{21} Given that American women have become less metabolically
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\caption{Relative resting metabolic rate and insulin resistance are negatively correlated at 4-6 months postpartum.}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Postpartum weight retention is positively correlated with metabolic outcomes including (A) insulin resistance, (B) inflammation, (C) triglycerides, and (D) carbohydrate oxidation.}
\end{figure}
healthy over the past 20 years (ie significantly higher incidence of obesity\textsuperscript{24} and higher incidence of insulin resistance\textsuperscript{25}), confirmation of findings from the 1999 Butte et al study is important and timely.

Considering that RMR is the largest component of caloric expenditure in humans (irrespective of pregnancy status), a decrease in RMR may predispose one to additional weight gain and/or retention.\textsuperscript{26} Throughout pregnancy, women are recommended to increase their caloric intake to supply the additional caloric requirements of the developing fetus. When transitioning from pregnancy to postpartum, if women do not either decrease their caloric intake or increase their caloric expenditure via physical activity (which our data suggests there was no change in diet or activity levels between pregnant and postpartum), a reduced relative RMR may further enhance the likelihood of postpartum weight retention and possibly even further weight gain after delivery. Lower RMR during into the postpartum period is one factor that could lead to greater problems associated with postpartum weight retention.\textsuperscript{22} Weight retention has been associated with the increased prevalence of obesity,\textsuperscript{27} and obesity has been known to increase the risk for a number of chronic adverse health outcomes, such as diabetes, and heart disease.\textsuperscript{28}

Therefore, the implications of reduced metabolic function are important to consider from a clinical perspective. Considering that a large proportion of RMR is determined by genetics,\textsuperscript{26} it may be important to consider each patient individually in order to determine dietary and exercise guidelines that will work best for them in order to lose or maintain weight during the postpartum period.

Breastfeeding status may play an important role in determining resting metabolic rate as breastfeeding has been shown to increase energy needs substantially.\textsuperscript{29} Our data are consistent with this as RMR was higher among lactating women (compared to non-lactating women) when accounting for body weight (p=0.046). Given that the majority of our study participants were lactating at the time of assessment, the fact that metabolic rate (adjusted for body weight) was still higher among pregnant women is even more suggestive of unfavorable metabolic changes during the postpartum period that may predispose a woman to weight gain/retention. It is likely that the differences in metabolic rate between pregnancy and postpartum would be even more profound in a cohort of non-lactating women. This is important to note as more than 4 out of 10 infants are no longer breastfed in any capacity by 6 months.\textsuperscript{30} This interpretation is consistent with Stuebe et al who suggests lactation may play an important role in mediating healthy metabolic adaptations (and reduce future health risks) as women transition from pregnancy and postpartum back to normal metabolic status.\textsuperscript{31}

Relative resting metabolic rate was positively correlated with maternal HOMA-IR at 4–6 months postpartum. This is important to consider as adults (not pregnant or recently postpartum) with a low basal metabolic rate have a higher propensity for weight gain and insulin resistance.\textsuperscript{32} If not addressed, it is possible that women with lower metabolic rates may be more likely to develop future insulin resistance or type II diabetes.

Another noteworthy finding is that maternal insulin resistance (ie HOMA-IR) was positively correlated to postpartum weight retention (r=0.617, p=0.004), and remained correlated when controlling for pre-pregnancy BMI. Soria-Contreras et al found that postpartum weight retention and weight gain during the first year were positively correlated to HOMA-IR at six years postpartum. Another study found that women who gained excess weight from pregnancy to postpartum had a higher risk of gestational diabetes in subsequent pregnancies,\textsuperscript{33} which suggests weight retained after pregnancy is intricately connected to insulin resistance during the months and even years after delivery. Taken together, the relationship noted in the present study may persist well beyond 6-months postpartum and potentially predispose mothers for gestational diabetes and type II diabetes development later in life.

In addition, CRP and postpartum weight retention were positively correlated in the present study. It is well-established that obesity contributes to higher levels of systemic inflammation.\textsuperscript{34} It is also well-known that systemic inflammation contributes to cardiovascular disease, type II diabetes, and metabolic disease.\textsuperscript{34} Previous work found that endocrine-disrupting chemicals, which are stronger among obese women, are positively correlated to inflammation in pregnant and postpartum women.\textsuperscript{35} Another study found higher mid-gestation CRP was correlated to gestational weight gain rate;\textsuperscript{36} suggesting an important relationship between weight gain during and after pregnancy and inflammatory profiles. Given the relationship between postpartum weight retention and inflammation noted in the present study, women who retain weight at 4-6-months postpartum may have a more unfavorable inflammatory profile. This may further contribute to poorer cardiometabolic health in the years following pregnancy.
Similarly, triglyceride levels were positively correlated to postpartum weight retention. This finding is consistent with previous work by Puhkala et al who concluded that postpartum weight retention (specifically, 3.4 kg or more) is associated with higher triglycerides which contributes to a more atherogenic lipid profile.37 Given that insulin resistance, inflammation, and lipids are all related to postpartum weight retention as early as 4–6 months, and that all of these factors can contribute to short and long-term disease risk, it seems imperative to find ways to limit gestational weight gain, postpartum weight retention, and help women become and stay healthier in the years following childbearing.

A novel finding in the present study is that baseline carbohydrate oxidation at 4–6 months postpartum was related to postpartum weight retention. Individuals with increased carbohydrate oxidation have lower carbohydrate stores (as more are being oxidized for sustaining energy).38 A low carbohydrate reserve has been associated with increased weight gain.38 It is plausible that a similar phenomenon is occurring during the postpartum period where carbohydrate oxidation could be contributing to weight gain and/or retention. Patterns of substrate oxidation during the postpartum period may shed important light on metabolic factors contributing to weight retention, which may then have implications for inflammation, insulin resistance, and lipid profiles; however, more research is needed in this area.

The long-term implications of this research are substantial when the lifetime of each mother is considered. Most women go through pregnancy and postpartum more than one time. Gestational weight gain is the strongest predictor of postpartum weight retention.39 Further, gestational weight gain in a woman’s first pregnancy is a significant predictor of weight gain in her subsequent pregnancies.40 Thus, if a woman gains weight during pregnancy, retains it during postpartum, becomes pregnant again and repeats this cycle, over a 5–10 year period, she may experience considerable weight gain, retention, and put herself at significantly increased risk of long-term disease. It is well-established that excess weight gain during pregnancy, followed by a failure to lose the weight during postpartum, is a strong predictor of long-term obesity.41 The cumulative effect of excess weight gain during pregnancy (and subsequent retention postpartum) contributes to long-term metabolic and cardiovascular disease risk.42 Understanding the mechanisms that perpetuate the cycle of weight gain, weight retention, and increased disease risk during and after pregnancy will provide the potential to alter this cycle and improve long-term health.

**Conclusion**

The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) have issued a committee report verifying the need for a paradigm shift to optimize postpartum care including more resources and medical care for women during the first year postpartum.43 This research further supports that notion that postpartum is a vulnerable time and weight gain and retention during this time should not be ignored. Data from the present study suggest metabolic adaptations during this time period may make women particularly vulnerable to weight gain and retention, and that this weight retention may put women at risk for a future long-term cardiovascular and metabolic disease. Additional studies about mechanisms underlying postpartum metabolism are warranted. Further, additional evidence-based resources for women to return to a healthy body weight are needed.
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